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Abstract: A testbed to understand the polar radio environment for the future Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) ultrahigh
energy neutrino detector. was deployed during the 2010-2011 polar season, and is currently operating and acquiring data.
The testbed consisted of custom digitization and triggering hardware for 8 antennas, and a data acquisition system based
on a commercial off-the-shelf single board computer. The design of the testbed electronics will be discussed. For the
prototype ARA stations, with a total of 16 wider spaced antennas presents additional challenges due to the large buffer
required. The design of the prototype stations, due to be deployed in 2011-2012, will also be presented.
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1 Introduction

The discovery of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHE-
CRs) beyond 100 EeV has led to considerable interest in
neutrino detection at these energies, since the propagation
of UHECRs through cosmological distances must produce
neutrinos due to the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) pro-
cess [1][2]. The Antarctic polar ice is an excellent de-
tection mechanism for neutrinos above 1 PeV through the
Askaryan mechanism [3], and has been used in several pre-
vious pioneering experiments such as RICE [5] and ANITA
[4].
The Askaryan Radio Array is a planned 200 km2 array
(”ARA-37”) at the South Pole to definitively detect cos-
mogenic GZK neutrinos, combining experience from the
RICE, ANITA, and IceCube projects. In order to deter-
mine the RF environment at the South Pole, a testbed s-
tation was deployed during the 2010-2011 polar season,
based heavily on existing proven ANITA technology based
around the LAB3 digitizer [7]. The testbed consists of 14
total in-ice antennas, with 2 horizontal and 2 vertical po-
larization (Hpol and Vpol) antennas near the surface, and
4 Vpol and 6 Hpol antennas buried approximately 20m
below the surface. The Vpol antennas have a bandwidth
of 150 − 850MHz, and the Hpol antennas have a band-
width of 250 − 850MHz. An additional 2 low-frequency
(30 − 300MHz) surface antennas were also deployed.
The testbed station has a similar in-ice horizontal geom-
etry (around 20m diameter) to the planned ARA stations,
but the deployed antennas are significantly shallower (20m
versus 200m) and with less vertical spacing between the
antennas (5m versus 20m).

Two additional full ARA-37 level stations are planned for
deployment in the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 polar season-
s. The design is based somewhat on the testbed, but with
significantly different digitization. Since the ARA station-
s have antennas significantly deeper in the ice, the index
of refraction is much higher (n ∼ 1.8) than in the testbed
(n ∼ 1.3). For the testbed, a signal transits across the sta-
tion on the order of∼ 100 ns - for the full ARA station, it is
closer to ∼ 200 ns, including propagation time differences
in the cables. The analog depth of the LAB3 (260 samples)
is insufficient to capture transits across a full ARA station
at greater than 2GHz, and certainly insufficient to capture
a multi-station coincidence. Therefore, a deeper, buffered
architecture was developed, called the Ice Radio Sampler
(IRS2).

2 ARA Testbed Electronics

The testbed electronics consists of a custom digitization
board - the Ice Cube Radio Readout (ICRR), shown in Fig.
1, a USB interface board, and a commercial off-the-shelf s-
ingle board computer, the ADI Engineering Cinnamon Bay
A520PT.
The ICRR consists of 16 RF input channels and 16 RF trig-
gering channels, one each for each antenna. Each of the
RF channels was passed through a 13 dB coupler, and the
coupled signal was passed through a calibrated MAX4003
power detector to monitor the RF environment. The direct
signal was sent to one of 3 LAB3 ASICs onboard the ICR-
R.
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Figure 1: The Ice Cube Radio Readout board. The 16 RF
input channels are to the left, and the 16 RF trigger chan-
nels are visible on the top and bottom of the board. RF sen-
sitive devices, such as the 20 dB amplifier used in the trig-
ger input chain and the LAB3 digitizers themselves were
enclosed within copper board-level shields. Boards below
the ICRR are no longer used.

The LAB3 (Large Analog Bandwidth Recorder and Dig-
itizer with Ordered Readout) is a high-speed RF digitizer
developed by the University of Hawaii Instrumentation De-
velopment Lab [7]. It is a 9-channel digitizer with a record
length of 260 samples. 8 channels are used for RF input-
s, and the remaining channel is used for a global clock for
synchronization. Due to the large size of the testbed sta-
tion, the sampling speed for the LAB3 was set to 1GHz
for sufficient buffer depth, which is very low considering
the frequencies of interest reach as high as 850MHz. To
compensate for this, 8 of the channels are sent into an RF
splitter, with one output going directly into a LAB3 chan-
nel and the other first delayed by 500 ps before going into
a second LAB3 channel. This effectively gives a 2GHz
interleaved sampling for those 8 (high-frequency) channel-
s. The remaining 8 (low-frequency) channels contain the
surface and near surface antennas, as well as an addition-
al Hpol and Vpol deep antenna. The interleaved sampling
scheme was a compromise due to the limited record length
of the LAB3.
The sampling speed of each LAB3 is controlled by a DAC
voltage. The sampling speed is monitored by observing the
number of system (40MHz) clock cycles between 2048
ripple-carry oscillator (RCO) output periods. The RCO
output toggles every 256th sample, which means that the
RCO period is 512 times the sampling frequency. The F-
PGA therefore looks for 41,943 clock cycles between the
first and 2048th RCO period. If fewer cycles are observed,
the DAC value controlling the LAB3 readout speed is in-
creased. If more cycles are observed, the DAC value is
decreased.

Before entering the ICRR, the high-frequency channels are
split and sent through a 20 dB amplifier, and then passed
through a tunnel diode used as a square-law RF power de-
tector. This signal is then sent into the FPGA as one side
of a differential pair, with the other side fixed to a DAC-
controlled voltage, effectively using the differential receiv-
er as a high-speed comparator. The low-frequency chan-
nels are amplified and sent directly into two separate dif-
ferential pairs in the FPGA (one positive leg, one negative
leg) with DAC-controlled voltages as the other leg on both
pairs. This triggering method was not as effective as the
high-frequency approach, and will not be used again in the
future.
The ICRR also contains 8 individual AD7814 temperature
sensors spaced around the board, 7 AD5324 quad-output
DACs (for a total of 28 DAC outputs), and 2 LTC1415
12-bit ADC and CD4051B 8-to-1 analog multiplexer for
digitizing the MAX4003 power detectors. 24 of the DAC
outputs are used for the triggering thresholds (8 for the tun-
nel diode-based high frequency channels, and 16 for the
direct triggering-based low frequency channels), 3 are used
for controlling the readout speed of the LAB3, leaving one
spare.
The USB interface board for the ICRR contains a Cy-
press Semiconductor EZ-USB FX2LP USB microcon-
troller bridge and the flash PROM for the FPGA configu-
ration file. The ICRR/USB interface are then connected to
the ADI Engineering Cinnamon Bay A520PT single board
computer, which is a low-power (∼ 5W) extended tem-
perature Intel Atom-based system operating at 1.33GHz.
The single-board computer is then connected back to the
Ice Cube Lab using a Westermo Ethernet extender operat-
ing over a standard IceCube quad cable[6], resulting in a
bandwidth of a few MB/s.
The Virtex-4 FPGA contains the triggering algorithm
which processes the 24 input trigger signals, the readout
logic for reading out the LAB3 ASICs, a housekeeping
interface for monitoring the temperature, triggering rates,
and LAB3 sampling speed, and the software interface. The
software interface is based on the USBP project firmware
[8], which adapts the EZ-USB slave FIFO interface into
a WISHBONE [9] bus interface on the FPGA. This in-
terface is relatively slow due to an effectively half-duplex
communication with software, but is sufficiently fast for
the testbed goals, and can read out data at approximately
25Hz. The LAB3 ASICs hold the data until each trigger is
fully read out by the software. The single-buffered nature
of the testbed design thus implies that in order to obtain
low deadtime (less than 10%) the system should trigger on
the order of a few Hz. This limitation was driven by time
considerations.
Event timing is performed inside the FPGA using a free-
running clock cycle counter for intrasecond timing and a
pulse-per-second signal provided by a rubidium clock dis-
ciplined by a GPS receiver. The Rubidium clock was cho-
sen to provide a stable time reference over long periods
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Figure 2: The fully integrated testbed electronics. The I-
CRR and USB interface board are visible in the middle,
the Cinnamon Bay SBC is located near the bottom, and the
Westermo ethernet extender is in the top left.

Figure 3: An example calibration pulser event. Because
the calibration pulser is very close to the testbed ∼ 30m,
attenuation of the pulse (due to distance from the source) is
clearly evident as the pulse propagates across the testbed.
The reflection seen in horizontal antennas shortly after the
initial pulse is currently believed to be a horizontal piece of
metal remaining from the 1950s polar station.

(∼ hours) to enable repeated averaging for weak distant
calibration pulser signals.
A picture of the fully-integrated testbed electronics is
shown in Fig. 2, and an example event originating from a
calibration pulser located∼ 30m from the testbed is shown
in Fig. 3.

3 ARA Electronics

While the testbed electronics was suitable for RF environ-
ment testing at the South Pole, there are several fundamen-
tal limitations which prevent the design from being usable
for full ARA stations. First, the sampling speed (8 at 2GHz
using interleaved sampling and 8 at 1GHz) is a clear lim-
itation. Typically, digital sampling is done at least 4 times
the highest frequency of interest (so the highest frequency
is half of the Nyquist frequency). For the full ARA stations,
a sampling speed of 3.2GHz was chosen. At this sampling

speed, the LAB3 architecture is unusable, and thus a new
digitizer is required. In addition, the single-buffered na-
ture of the LAB3 design seriously limits the readout speed.
Thus, a buffered, very high speed digitizer is required.
To meet these goals, an 8 channel digitizer with an effec-
tive analog buffer depth of 32768 samples was developed,
termed the Ice Radio Sampler (IRS2). The IRS2 contain-
s 2 64-capacitor sampling cells (termed ”blocks”) and 512
analog memory blocks. Every 20 ns, one of the two sam-
pling cells is transferred into a block while the other cell
samples the RF signal. When a trigger occurs, the desired
blocks of analog memory are digitized while the remaining
blocks continue sampling. This meets the design goals of a
deep, buffered, high-speed design.
To ease development, the equivalent of the ICRR for the
full ARA station was split into three separate boards: the
ARA Triggering and Readout Interface (ATRI), the Digi-
tizing Daughterboard for ARA (DDA) and the Triggering
Daughterboard for ARA (TDA). The ATRI board hosts a
Spartan-6 LX150T control FPGA and 4 daughterboard bus
connectors. The daughterboard bus is made of two Samtec
QSE/QTE connectors - on the DDA/TDA, the connectors
are mounted back-to-back to allow the daughterboards to
be stacked. Each daughterboard stack will contain a T-
DA and DDA, and will service 4 antennas located in one
borehole (for a total of 16 antennas). The ATRI board also
contains connectors to mount an i-Lotus M12M GPS, and
the Cinnamon Bay SBC, as well as connectors to interface
to external devices via an I2C bus. The ATRI board con-
tains 2 interfaces to the SBC - via USB, using an EZ-USB
FX2LP microcontroller, and a direct link to the FPGA us-
ing a PCI-Express link present on the SBC connector. The
FX2LP microcontroller also contains the FPGA program-
ming interface and controls I2C devices present on the A-
TRI board.
The ATRI board also receives a 10MHz reference clock
signal from an external rubidium clock (disciplined by the
GPS) which is distributed to the daughterboard busses and
multiplied and sent to the FPGA via an ultra-low jitter
Si5367 programmable clock multiplier.
The daughterboard bus contains the signals required to con-
trol an IRS2, 8 differential trigger signals, 2 sense/power
control lines, an I2C bus for each daughterboard stack,
and a large number of signals reserved for possible future
daughterboards. Each individual daughterboard contains
an EEPROM for board identification, a temperature sensor,
and a hot-swap controller to provide voltage and current
monitoring as well as power control.
The DDA (shown in Fig. 4) contains a single IRS2 and
has 4 RF input channels. An additional IRS2 channel is
used for the reference clock (for synchronization). Two
of the remaining channels are routed to test input channels
and the last channel is used to isolate the reference clock
from the signals of interest. The DDA also contains a 2-
channel DAC to provide voltages to control the IRS2 sam-
pling speed and digitization linearity.
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Figure 4: Digitizing Daughterboard for ARA (DDA). The
DDA is a daughterboard on the ARA Triggering and Read-
out Interface (ATRI) board, and hosts a single IRS2 digi-
tizer. 4 of the 8 IRS2 channels are fed by RF inputs (on
left), one by a reference clock transmitted over the ATRI
bus connectors (on right) and two are test inputs (not visi-
ble). The remaining channel is unused.

The DDA sampling speed is monitored by measuring the
delay from insertion of the ”start sampling” signal (TSA) to
its return after propagating through the voltage controlled
delay line which starts the sampling at each capacitor (T-
SAOUT). This delay is measured on the FPGA based on a
technique by Quirós-Olozabál et al. [10], where the Xilinx
Digital Clock Manager (DCM) delay line used for dynamic
phase shifting is used to generate a phase-shifted latch for
the incoming TSAOUT signal, and a state machine search-
es through phase shift values to locate the rising edge of
TSAOUT. The dynamic phase shift delay line contain 256
total taps, and utilizing a coarse clock 4 times faster than
the TSA clock allows for monitoring the TSA to TSAOUT
delay to within 40 ps. This technique has several advan-
tages over other FPGA-based TDCs. First, the DCM delay
lines are already well-calibrated, and second, the same ar-
chitecture can be used for all 4 DDA daughterboards host-
ed by the ATRI since only the signal latch is being shifted,
rather than the input signal.
The TDA contains 4 RF triggering channels. The triggering
input path is similar to the ICRR, but contains an additional
20 dB of amplification to move the tunnel diode response
to a region with more dynamic range and better response.
In addition, the tunnel diode signal is converted into a dif-
ferential signal using a fully-differential amplifier against a
DAC controlled threshold (provided by a 4-channel DAC)
before being sent to the FPGA.
The ATRI, DDA, and TDA are all currently in production
and a full ARA station is planned for deployment this year,
with a second following next year.

4 Conclusion

The Askaryan Radio Array is a planned 200 km2 scale
detector designed to definitively detect GZK neutrinos in
quantity. The testbed detector, currently deployed and op-
erating, was based on proven technology from the ANITA
experiment. The future ARA-37 station electronics will ex-
pand on that technology with deeper buffering and elec-
tronics more suitable to a permanent array-level deploy-
ment.
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